Amy’s message for dedication on March 25, 2011
Today, I would like to introduce CTSS as a Canadian charitable health support
organization. This is a community-based health support service organization,
which is dedicated to God, the creator of the universe, and the saviour of mankind.
CTSS stands for “Community Transcultural Support Services.
The name of the organization explains that CTSS provides community support
services, emphasizing on the health services support to reduce health disparities in
minority communities, such as Chinese, Vietnamese and others. Our health
support services aim to bridge the gap between the regional, national health
systems and the ethnic communities with health support services, such as health
education, health care information delivery, and health service navigation.
We also have another description of CTSS, which is Christ the Saviour of Soul
as a reminder of our true objective mission. The true objective mission is of a
shared – faith and Christian life practice within the communities whenever
appropriate. The bi-lateral mission of CTSS as mentioned above, (a
complementary approach), is an unashamed practical focus by combining our
commitment to a Biblical perspective, coupled with like-minded peer communities
and professional service accountability.
With the sense of civil responsibility and Christian faith, our CTSS team
members are willing to serve as health ambassadors for God in the unique health
service support field. We will faithfully reflect the gifts of health knowledge, skills,
practices and opportunities God has provided, while seeking eternal
significance/fruitfulness beneficial to all’s lives in communities.
The bi-lateral mission of CTSS reflects Biblical priorities: God’s will is to heal
and cure the land of Canada. Thank you.

Presently, I would like to invite our MLA Wayne Cao to share few words
with us? Mr. Wayne Cao is our MLA of Calgary Fort Constituency, Deputy
Speaker & Chairman of Committee, Legislature of Alberta, Canada.
Next, may we have Pastor Raymond Lai, a minister of South Evangelical
Free Church to share few words and pray?

I would like to take a few minutes to introduce our CTSS team members:
1. Ms. Teresa Chow, she serves as a director of secretary in the board.
2. Ms. Sylina Leong, she serves as a director of administrator in the board.
3. Ms. Jean Nip, she serves as a director of finance.
4. I am Amy Ng, who looks after everything in CTSS.
Finally, may we have one of our community leaders in Wing Kei to share
and have a closing prayer? Mr. Ben Tan is currently a health support service
associate in Wing Kei Nursing Home in Calgary.
In the end, I would like to express my sincere thanks to everyone who have
unconditionally support our vision, mission and others. We hope that we will
have your continual support in our future community ministry.
Thank you. God bless everyone.

